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Abstract
Software modernization for business applications is often driven by the need for supporting additional frontend channels such as web or mobile. At the same time, business logic encapsulated by
services and the underlying persistence implementation should be reused. In contrast to writing
new graphical user interfaces (GUI) utilizing the latest programming language or framework, we
propose a model-driven software engineering (MDSE) approach for specifying the new graphical user interface. In addition, we utilize model-based reverse engineering (MBRE) to discover,
transform and integrate existing services and their data types. By providing support for modeling an anti-corruption layer, existing services can be integrated into the new GUI model without
exposing potential design flaws from the legacy system. The model of legacy services and data
types combined with the newly modeled graphical user interfaces are processed by transformation and generation processes to create source code for user interface, anti-corruption layer and
service calls. Thus, enabling efficient integration of existing services in new GUIs by model-based
reverse engineering and ensuring flexibility to quickly adapt new graphical user interface technologies through model-driven engineering techniques in the future. First experience from real-world
projects indicates that the introduced approach enables faster creation of new graphical user interfaces by relying on production-proven services and data types.
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1

Introduction

Modernizing legacy software applications is often focused on the graphical user interface, because new frontend channels, such as mobile or web, provide new business opportunities. Further, a modern, user-centric, and compelling graphical user interface assists in delivering sustainable competitive advantages [20]. Consequently, graphical user interfaces are not transformed
into a structurally identical representation. Instead, new layouts and interactions specific for the
anticipated frontend channel and the inherent constraints and limitations are modeled. To cope
with fast changing programming languages, frameworks and frontend channels, a model-driven
approach for creating graphical user interfaces improves productivity [15]. Model-driven software engineering techniques, such as transformations and generators, eventually turn models
into source code of the target language [24]. Thereby, GUIs can be adapted to the latest technology or frontend channel efficiently by solely exchanging the transformations and generation
process.
For designing the static layout of graphical user interface, a variety of sketching tools, such as
WindowBuilder [6] or SwingGUIBuilder [16], exist. In addition, there are approaches in research
to specify the static and dynamic parts of graphical user interfaces in a technology-agnostic way
in accordance with the Object Management Group’s (OMG) Model-Driven Architecture (MDA)
[9]. While the first is technology-specific and layout oriented, solutions from the second category
provide no support for integrating existing services. Further, the GUI modeling approach as introduced by Vanderdonckt [22] requires a variety of models to be compliant with the MDA approach.
Thereby, modelers have to oversee many models on a different level of abstraction and ensure
their consistency to achieve reasonable results. Moreover, existing approaches often stop at the
user interface level and allow only limited connections to existing services and data types. Therefore, data binding and service calls must be implemented manually. In contrast, the approach
introduced by this paper provides a single graphical user-interface model that provides means
to describe static and dynamic parts of the software solution. Additionally, production proven
services and data types establish the foundation for retrieving, processing and storing business
application data.
To establish a model of existing services and data types, model-based reverse engineering is
utilized. MBRE tools, such as MoDisco [2], support the instantiation of legacy-system models
used for documentation, dependency analysis, and migration. Yet, to the best of our knowledge
there is no tool enabling the integration of legacy models into forward modeling of graphical user
interfaces utilizing an MDSE approach.
Integrating legacy models bears the risk of exposing design flaws to the new model. Further, directly reusing services and data types not exactly matching the requirements of the new graphical
user interface is disadvantageous for non-functional aspects, such as performance or maintainability. For example, a legacy service providing a customer object with twenty attributes provides
the data required to show name and surname in the new GUI. However, delivering the content
of twenty attributes to the frontend when only two are required increases payload and eventually
response time, thus negatively effecting user experience. To enable reuse of existing services and
data types specific for the anticipated usage an anti-corruption layer as introduced by behaviordriven design [23] is introduced on the model level. Besides fit-for-purpose data types, potential
design flaws from the legacy system are encapsulated. Thereby, existing services can be reused
while the data types used in the GUI are adapted for the expected usage subsequently ensuring
sound performance and maintainability.
The approach introduced by this paper combines the automatic model detection of service models from source code with forward modeling of graphical user interfaces. Services described in
arbitrary programming or markup language, such as Java or OpenAPI [19], respectively, are transformed into a technology-independent model. On top of the automatically created legacy services
and data types an anti-corruption layer is modeled to encapsulate design flaws from the legacy
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model and to provide data types specific for the anticipated GUI. The static and dynamic parts of
the GUI model are captured through a WYSIWYG editor that provides a look and feel comparable
to sketching tools hiding the meta models complexity, yet, offering mature support for specifying
complex GUIs. The graphical user interface model and the inherent references to services and
data types from the anti-corruption layer are leveraged to enable full generation of GUI code, data
binding, and service calls.
The contribution of this paper is threefold: first, we propose an approach that enables efficient
creation of graphical user interfaces built upon legacy services that are well encapsulated. Second, a prototypical What you see is what you get (WYSIWYG) editor for capturing the static and
dynamic parts of the graphical user interface model is presented. Thirdly, a transformation and
generation process is introduced in order to project the abstract GUI and service model to arbitrary
programming languages or frameworks.
After presenting related work in Section 2, this paper introduces the model driven approach for
applying GUI modernization in Section 3. The paper concludes in Section 4 stating the main
findings and future research directions.

2

Related Work

There is a variety of tools for sketching graphical user interfaces that provide simple generation
features. Industry-proven solutions, such as WindowBuilder [6] or SwingGUIBuilder [16], focus on
modeling the layout of a graphical user interface. Subsequently, a generation process will create
the required Java classes implementing the defined GUI. The required logic, e.g., for handling
user interactions or switching pages, is left to be implemented manually.
The Inspector GUI modeler [14] enables the specification of user interface models on a textual
basis. However, specifying graphical a user interface without a WYSIWG editor is cumbersome.
In contrast, the GUI modeling approach introduced by Vanderdonckt [22] enables graphical modeling of layouts and widgets. The approach also requires many other models to be created and
maintained to achieve reasonable results. In contrast, our approach provides a WYSIWG editor
for specifying the static aspects of a user interface enhanced by the possibility to model dynamics, such as button clicks or service calls. Roubi et al. [18] introduced an approach to generate
graphical user interfaces for rich internet applications with a model-view-controller architecture.
Contrary to the introduced approach by this paper, the model is very close to the actual source
code thereby omitting potential efficiency improvements gained through abstraction [24].
Model-based reverse engineering is used to instantiate models from existing source code. Research in the area of MBRE includes approaches on different architectural levels, such as modernizing databases [10], creating databases based on COBOL programs [7], extracting business
rules from Java applications [4], building 3D applications [12] and modernizing web applications
[21]. In addition, approaches such as JavaMoPP [11] or MoDisco [2] analyze program code and
automatically instantiate models. While the first is specialized for detecting models based on Java
code, MoDisco provides broader support and additionally aims at refactoring or migrating existing
services. In contrast, the approach introduced by this paper includes existing services instantiated from model-based reverse engineering efforts into a model-driven engineering approach for
creating graphical user interfaces. Clavreul et. al. [3] describe an approach to integrate legacy
systems based on model-driven engineering techniques. The paper describes an automatic integration between legacy systems on service level based on automatically instantiated models. In
contrast, the approach proposed by this paper integrates service models into newly modeled GUI
models. Thereby, enabling efficient modernization of legacy systems based on an unchanged
service layer.
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Reis et al. [17] present a model-based reverse engineering approach for legacy graphical user
interfaces. The MBRE solution enables the automatic instantiation of graphical user interface
models based on existing source code. In addition, Fleurey et al. [8] introduce an approach
to automatically create a platform-independent model (PIM) from existing source code by applying static code analysis and model transformations. From the PIM, a platform-specific model for
the target system is created, which is then the basis for generating source code. While both
approaches provide means to migrate structurally identical graphical user interface implementations, our approach focuses on creating new graphical user interfaces specific for the envisaged
use case and frontend channel while reusing existing services and data types.
Although there is research in the area of model-driven graphical user interface creation as well as
in the area of model-based reverse engineering, there is to the best of our knowledge no approach
integrating the solutions from the two areas.

3

Model-Driven GUI Modernization

The conceptual and technical foundations for integrating MDSE and MBRE approaches are introduced throughout the course of this section. In addition, a running example illustrates the required
steps to reverse engineer an existing service, model an anti-corruption layer, and finally specify
the new graphical user interface utilizing the introduced meta model.

Graphical User Interface Model

Anti-Corruption Layer Model

Service.*
Service.*
Service.*
Service.*

Figure 1:

M-2-M Transformation

Legacy Service Model

Model-Driven Approach for Modernizing GUIs based on Legacy Services

Conceptual and technical foundations. The modernization approach is divided into three
phases. First, the existing services in format of arbitrary source code or markup language are
analyzed and transformed into legacy service model instances. As shown by Figure 1 the instantiation of the legacy service model is done completely automatically by a configurable model-tomodel transformation process specific for the format of the analyzed legacy services. Second, the
legacy service models are encapsulated by a manually modeled anti-corruption layer. Thereby,
the services and data types can be re-used without exposing their potential design flaws to the
new graphical user interface. In addition, data type are model specific for their envisioned usage eventually improving non-functional requirements such as performance and maintainability.
Since the creation of data types and services is partially supported by the modeling tool, the anticorruption layer modeling is considered semi-automatic. Thirdly, the graphical user interface is
modeled using the data types and services defined in the anti-corruption layer as basis. Within
the graphical user interface model the layout based on the data types attributes, the service calls,
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and the page flows are modeled.
The combination of imported services, anti-corruption layer, and GUI model is input for a transformation and generation process, creating representations of the technology-agnostic model for
arbitrary technologies or frameworks, such as JavaScript [25] or Angular [1], respectively. While
user interface and service implementation can be generated in the same programming language,
the separation of the two models also enables generation of different target technologies. Thereby,
service and user interface can evolve separately in terms of implementation technology, while the
abstract description remains unchanged.
Running example. To exemplify the process of building a new user interface based on an existing
service and its input and output data types, a new web based interface for changing customer
master data should be created. In the example application a GUI leveraging the Java Swing GUI
framework exists that should be replaced by a browser based dialog to change customer master
data.
Browser
http://...
Master Data
Name:

John

Surname: Doe

Town:

Cologne

Zip Code 50999

Street:

Main Street 12

Address

Cancel

Figure 2:

Save

Graphical User Interface Prototype for Customer Master Data Change Dialog

The web-based graphical user interface should show the name and surname as well as the town,
zip code and street name of the customer’s main address. All fields should be editable and by
clicking the save button the changed data should be saved. Figure 2 illustrates the expected GUI
that should be integrated into various browser based graphical user interfaces.

3.1

Service Model Discovery

Conceptual and technical foundations. The approach for GUI modernization is designed to
provide new graphical user interfaces on top of legacy services and data types. Since existing
services are often not available in format of a formal model, the first phase is concerned with
instantiating service models. The configurable model-to-model transformation process is adapted
to ingest the format, e.g., UML, Cobol or Java service descriptions. Based on the existing format
the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the input model is created. Subsequently, the transformation
process turns the AST of the existing model into the technology-agnostic model representing the
legacy service model. Figure 3 illustrates the adjustments made to the service-model discovery
process as represented more generally by Figure 1.
Figure 3 shows the process for instantiating service models from existing Java source code. The
model-to-model transformation can be divided into two main parts. The first part utilizes the
Eclipse Java Development Toolkit (JDT) [5] to analyze existing Java source code files and to
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M-2-M Transformation

Legacy Service Model
Java AST
Class
.java
.java

*.java

Imported
Service
Java-M2MMigrator

Eclipse JDT
Field

inputs

Method
output

Figure 3:

Imported
Attribute

Imported
Data Type

Model-to-Model Transformation for Service Model Detection from Java Source Code

instantiate the respective abstract syntax tree (AST). In addition, the JDT also provides a mature
API to analyze and interact with the AST.
Based on the JDT Java API the Java-M2M-Migrator transforms the technology-specific service
descriptions into technology-agnostic model representations. The migrator was written using the
programming language Xtend [26], that offers sophisticated support for graph creation, traversal,
and manipulation. Since the Java AST itself holds no knowledge about how services are implemented, the Java-M2M-Migrator has to be aware of the semantics within the Java AST. For
example not every method of every class is a service, e.g. toString() or hash() might not be considered a service. Therefore, the Java-M2M-Migrator has to understand the specific semantics
withing the Java-AST to identify valid services. In the given example, all direct methods of a class
implementing the interface ServiceProvider are considered for the legacy service model while all
methods inherited or overwritten are ignored.
Once the Java-M2M-Migrator has identified all valid services, the input and output parameters,
as well as their transitive closure, are computed. For each data type used as parameter an
Imported Data Type with the same name and documentation is instantiated. Additionally, each
attribute of the parameters is turned into an Imported Attribute. At this point the transition from
technology-specific to technology-agnostic representation is performed. While attributes in the
Java AST obviously have Java specific data types, such as String, int, or boolean, the legacy
service model provides technology-agnostic data types that are further detailed by properties.
For example, an int from the Java AST will be transformed to a number data type with properties
specifying maximal and minimal length, digits, etc. As soon as this technology-agnostic attribute
is transformed back to a Java representation the technology-specific type will again be int. Yet,
when the attribute is used in another programming language, e.g. Fortran, it will be translated into
an integer.
By providing a technology-agnostic representation of the attributes, stubs for arbitrary languages
from which the imported service with its imported data types and attributes is used can be generated. In addition, documentation of services and data types is stored and later used for generating
system and user documentation for the new system. Further, the imported artifacts hold the technical names of attributes and data types from the legacy system. Thus, enabling generation of
advanced mappings beyond simple data type mapping for service calls. Most importantly, legacy
services, data types and attributes have to be available in the technology independent model
to provide the basis for the graphical user interface models. However, instead of directly using
the technology-agnostic representations of the legacy services, an additional anti-corruption layer
ensuring encapsulation and cohesion is modeled as explained in Subsection 3.2.
Running example. To exemplify the approach, services written in the programming language
Java are analyzed to be transformed into the legacy service model. Consequently, the modelto-model transformation step as shown by Figure 3 is implemented for the Java programming
language. The new graphical user interface as described in Section 3 should load the customer
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master data based on the Java Services shown in Listing 1.
public class CustomerService implements S e r v i c e P r o v i d e r {
public Customer getCustomer ( CustomerKey i d ) {
r e t u r n dbAccess . loadCustomer ( i d ) ;
}
...
}
Listing 1:

Legacy Service Implemented in Java

Listing 1 shows parts of a Java class analyzed by the Java-M2M-Migrator. In accordance to the
semantics, the method getCustomer is extracted by the migration process and transformed to
an artifact of the technology-agnostic model. The Customer object used as parameter in Listing
1 represents the starting point for creating the transitive closure. Figure 4 illustrates the legacy
model as instantiated by the Java-M2M-Migrator. The transitive closure of the Customer object in
this example includes the CustomerKey as well as the Address and their attributes represented as
imported data type and imported attributes, respectively.
Legacy Service Model Instance

<<Imported Attribute>>
<<Imported Data Type>>

CustomerKey

id:String
<<Imported Attribute>>
<<Imported Attribute>>

inputs

name:String

town:String
<<Imported Attribute>>

<<Imported Service>>

<<Imported Attribute>>

getCustomer

surname:String

output

<<Imported Attribute>>
<<Imported Data Type>>

Customer

Figure 4:

......

zipCode:String
<<Imported Attribute>>

street:String

<<Imported Attribute>>

<<Imported Attribute>>

birthYear:number

country:String

<<Imported Attribute>>

<<Imported Data Type>>

<<Imported Attribute>>

address:Address

Address

state:String

Legacy Model Instantiated by Java-M2M-Migrator

For the example use case the name and surname attributes of the Customer object are required.
The birthYear attribute exemplified how an int attribute in the Java class from the legacy system
is transformed into an imported attribute of type number. The properties further specifying this
attribute to enable transformation back to the correct integer format for the Java language, are not
part of the illustration in Figure 4. Further, from the Address data type only town, zipCode, and
street are required.

3.2

Anti-Corruption Layer Modeling

The automatic import of services and their data types into the legacy service model is the basis
for all further modeling. However, since software source code and the API deteriorate over time
as explained by Martin et al. [13], the introduced approach avoids using the services directly. In
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order to encapsulate inherent design flaws of legacy services, the second phase of the introduced
approach is concerned with modeling an anti-corruption layer. Thereby, a dedicated part of the
model converts existing legacy data types and attributes to the internal data types and attributes
of the new model.

Service

Data Type

Attribute

Entity

output
calls

maps to

Figure 5:

output

Imported
Data Type

Imported
Attribute

Legacy
Service
Model

inputs

Imported
Service

Anti-Corruption
Layer

inputs

Anti-Corruption Layer Modeling for Integrating Legacy Services

Figure 5 illustrates a meta model used for modeling the anti-corruption layer from which the anticipated implementation is generated eventually. On the lower part of Figure 5 the artifacts created
from the legacy system as explained in Section 3.1 are shown. In the middle part the meta model
elements representing the anti-corruption layer model are illustrated. To avoid mapping the same
attribute multiple times, attribute definitions were separated from their usage through DataTypes
by introducing two concepts. First, in the anti-corruption layer an Entity class contains all attributes and relations that logically belong together, e.g. all attributes of the entity Customer or
Address. The mapping is then specified between attributes of imported data types and the entities attributes. Second, we define data types in the anti-corruption layer model that do not hold
own attributes, but rather reference attributes aggregated by Entity classes. These data types are
then used as input and output for services or as basis for graphical user interface descriptions.
By separating the attributes from their usage scenarios mapping is done once and the mapping
information can be leveraged at multiple occasions. Thereby, maintenance efforts for mapping
definitions are decreased and the cohesion between legacy system and new model is increased.
Based on the modeled artifacts and relations different parts of the anti-corruption layer are generated. Obviously, the specified “calls” reference enables the generation of service calls from
the anti-corruption layer to the legacy system. In addition, the model contains all information required to map input and output data types. Since the mapping is between imported data type and
entity attributes, the definition of data types in the new anti-corruption layer model is decoupled
from their mapping. In contrast, if a data type mapping per data type is required, modelers will
tend to model rather large new data structures to only specify one mapping and reuse the large
data structure. Thereby, increased payloads for service calls negatively affect performance and
subsequently user experience when interacting with the generated application. The introduced
approach eliminates this restriction.
More complex mappings of attributes with different format can also be mapped using the anticorruption layer modeling. For example the legacy system might hold and transport date fields as
String of eight characters while the new system handles dates as objects of a class Date. The
introduced approach not only generates a data type mapping, but also enables the generation of
data format transformations, e.g. from String to date object and vice versa.
Besides data and data format mapping, the information included in the anti-corruption layer can be
used to map attributes in additional usage scenarios, e.g., for exceptions and their messages. In
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the legacy system, exception messages may contain a reference to a specific attribute of the input
data type. Based on this information, a GUI framework is able to highlight the widget that is bound
to the attribute contained in the exception message that contains a wrong or unexpected value.
To provide the same sophisticated user feedback in the new graphical user interface, the attribute
references included in the exceptions must be mapped to the attributes of the anti-corruption layer
model.
Based on the attribute mapping provided by the anti-corruption layer, transformation and generations can provide mapping code not only for attributes used in services but also for attributes used
in exception messages. As mentioned above the mapping is done between the imported type and
the attributes of the entity which are then reused for different purposes, such as describing the
GUI. This implementation of the ”Don’t repeat yourself” principle allows to generate the mapping
for exception messages.
Running example. After instantiating the legacy service model in the previous section the example continues with specifying the anti-corruption layer. The modeling activities can be divided
into two phases. First, the instance of Entity, Attribute, and Service are tailored for the requirements of the graphical user interface modeled in the next step. Second, the mapping information
is provided to state how attributes from the legacy model are mapped to attributes from the anticorruption layer. In addition, it is specified which legacy services are called by the new graphical
user interface specific services.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

entity Customer {
id : String
givenName : String
surname : String
mainAddress : Address
}
entity Address {
town : String
zipCode : String
street : String
}
datatype C u s to m e rW i t hA d d re s s {
from Customer ( givenName , surname )
from Adress ( town , zipCode , street )
}
datatype CustomerKey {
from Customer ( id )
}
Listing 2:

Modeling Anti-Corruption Layer Classes

Listing 2 shows a textual representation of the Entity and DataType objects modeled to encapsulate mapping information and provide data for the specific graphical user interface. To simplify the
example, the entities contain only attributes that are required by the graphical user interface as
described by Figure 2. The DataType objects do not hold own attributes, but rather state which
attributes they use by specifying the from keyword followed by a reference to the respective Entity
and the reused attributes within the parentheses.
Listing 3 shows the mapping information and service calls from new to existing services. The
mapping statement starts with the keyword map followed by the keyword legacy and a colon.
After the colon, a reference to the imported data type from the legacy model is given. Followed
by the − > symbol and the class from the anti-corruption layer introduced by the keyword acl
followed by a colon is specified. Within the curly braces the mapping for each attribute with the
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legacy attribute on the left and the new model attribute on the right side of the − > is given. Two
specialties worth mentioning in this example are the mapping of “name” from the legacy system
to “givenName” in the anti-corruption layer model and “address” to “mainAddress”. Thereby, it
is exemplified how attributes from the legacy model can be mapped to new names in the anticorruption layer model.
1
2
3
4
5

map legacy : Customer -> acl : Customer {
name -> givenName
surname -> surname
address -> mainAddress
}

6
7
8
9
10
11

map legacy : Address -> acl : Address {
town -> town
zipCode -> zipCode
street -> street
}

12
13
14

service Cu st om erW it hA dr es s l o a d C u s t o m e r W i t h A d r e s s ( CustomerKey )
calls legacy : getCustomer
Listing 3:

Specifying Mapping Information

In addition to the mapping of legacy data types to anti-corruption layer entities, Listing 3 exemplifies the definition of a service and its “calls” relation to the legacy model. Based on the previously
stated mapping information, the transformation and generation process will identify the required
mapping for the input and output data types of the newly modeled service in accordance with the
called legacy service. Besides concisely defining calls of existing services, the underlying models
can be validated to verify that the used data types are properly mapped to be used to call the
respective service.
While the mapping information will be used by transformation and generation processes to automatically create the source code for the mapping layer, the modeled data types serve as basis for
the graphical user interface.

3.3

Graphical User Interface Modeling

Conceptual and technical foundations. As shown by Figure 6 the graphical user interface
metamodel is built on top of the meta model for modeling an anti-corruption layer for legacy services. The graphical user interface model describes the static structure as well as the dynamic
interactions between user and graphical user interface.
The static design of the graphical user interface specifying the arrangement of widgets representing the data-type attributes is captured by Layouts. Besides specifying their position it is also
possible to alter the widget’s labels or their types, such as ComboBox or RadioButtonGroup, for
enumeration attributes. Again, the ”Don’t repeat yourself” principle is implemented by not copying
the attribute but rather referencing it. Thereby, the data model of the user interface is described
on the same basis as the data types used in the services to transport the data at runtime. Consequently, data binding and data propagation to the services can be generated completely. In
addition, buttons for specifying user interaction with the GUI are placed on the layout.
Layouts are wrapped by Visuals that represent either panels or whole pages. While a panel
Visual holds a direct reference to a Layout, a page Visual references an arbitrary number of
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source
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Interaction

consumed
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Visual

Event

target EventLink

Layout

Service

Data Type

Attribute

Entity

output
calls
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Figure 6:

output

Imported
Data Type

Imported
Attribute

Legacy
Service
Model

inputs

Imported
Service

Anti-Corruption
Layer

inputs

Graphical User Interface Model

UIContainer

Graphical User Interface Modeling based on Legacy Services

Visuals. Thus, graphical user interfaces with multiple panels can be realized by combining and
nesting UI-Parts. Multi-page graphical user interfaces are modeled using UI-Containers that hold
an arbitrary number of UI-Parts. In that case, the UI-Container represents one user interface for
a specific use case. Depending on the requirements one user interface consists of an arbitrary
number of pages, panels and layouts. The compositions of user interfaces for creating a complete
application handling multiple use cases is beyond the scope of this paper.
Besides structuring the graphical user interface statically, specialized Visuals, such as ViewerVisual or ListerVisual, encapsulate insights about the envisaged usage of the Layout. While the first
one ensures that all fields are read-only, the second holds additional properties to specify, e.g.,
if the list is represented as table or list as well as if in-line editing is supported. By separating
the static layout information from the anticipated usage, Layouts can be reused and the additional
semantics of visuals can be utilized by transformation and generation processes to increase the
proportion of generated code.
Besides Visuals, Interactions encapsulate service calls and make their input and output data types
available in the user interface model. Both share the parent class UI-Part. The dynamics of the
user interface are encapsulated in so called Events that are consumed or emitted by UI-Parts.
An Event is emitted by a user interaction, such as a click on a button, or by a service returning
from processing data. Every event holds a reference to a data type. While the emitted relation
between UIPart and Event describes those Events created by the UI-Part, the consumed relation
describes the Events on which occurrence the UI-Part reacts.
An Interaction calling a service for example consumes an Event emitted by a Visual representing
a button on the GUI. The emitted Event holds a reference to the input data types of the called
service. In addition, the same interaction emits an Event referencing the data type returned by
the called service. In order to describe the dynamics of the graphical user interface components,
EventLinks are modeled that connect Events. For a single service call there can be multiple
EventLinks, e.g., if the service to be called when a button is clicked takes three different parameters that are all represented by different Visuals, there are three EventLinks connecting each
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consumed Event of the service call Interaction with each emitted Event of the three Visuals on the
respective GUI. By providing fine-grained connection between Visuals and Interactions flexibility
to support various use cases for visualizing and processing data is ensured.
As Figure 6 shows EventLinks are held by the UIContainer. Consequently, the UIContainer as
a representation of one graphical user interface, specifies the internal dynamics as well as the
EventLinks required to switch to other graphical user interfaces. In addition, the UI-Container
bundles an arbitrary number of Visuals and Interactions that form one graphical user interface.

Figure 7:

WYSIWYG Editor for Graphical User Interface Modeling

Running example. Figure 7 shows the What you see is what you get (WYSIWYG) editor for
specifying the graphical user interface that is implemented as browser based application. The
left part represents the static parts of a single-page graphical user interface. It shows the user
interface for viewing customers master data that consist of one page called ”View Customer Details” that itself consists of two panels ”Master Data” and ”Address”. Within the first panel two
widgets are shown, that are representations of the name and surname attributes as modeled within
the CustomerWithAddress data type above. The layout in the second panel represents the static
layout of the address related attributes, namely town, zipCode, and street. On the right hand
side the blue panel shows in the top area the attributes from the data type used as basis for the
selected layout. In this case the first panel is selected, therefore the attributes of the customer
master data are shown.
In addition to showing the available attributes, the blue panel also encapsulate the information
of dynamics aspect, e.g., the Interactions required to call a service. In order to specify how the
widgets shown on a panel or page are initialized with data, the service used to load the required
data has to be referenced. Due do the fact that currently the “Master Data” editor Visual is
selected (cf. Figure 7), there are two possible services shown, namely, “Init Service” and “Finish
Service”. While the first should return the data in accordance to the data type used for the panel,
the second should take the same data type to process the potentially changed data type. Next
to the “Services” label a search field is provided that takes the entered name and searches the
whole anti-corruption layer for services matching the given name. Afterwards the modeler can
drag and drop a service listed underneath either to init or finish service area. Thereby, a variety
of Interactions, Events, and EventLinks are created by the WYSIWYG editor in accordance to
the metamodel. If the user needs to specify more complex meta model concepts, e.g., additional
EventLinks, another finer grained user interface is available. However, for most of the cases the
modeling features of the WYSIWYG editor are feasible for specifying data-driven graphical user
interfaces. In general, the WYSIWYG editor hides the complexity of the underlying meta models
from the user and enables the modeling of user interfaces by domain-experts that do not require
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programming skills.

3.4

Transformation and Generation

Conceptual and technical foundations. Based on the combined legacy service, anti-corruption
layer, and GUI model a transformation and generation process is implemented to automatically
create the required source code. Instead of directly generating source code from the three models
specified before, the technology-agnostic models are transformed into technology-specific models. The model-to-model transformation process as illustrated by Figure 8 automatically creates
the instances of the technology-specific models based on parameters, such as a “technical project
name”. In contrast to MDA approaches, the technical models are read-only and must not be further edited. All customizing is encapsulated in the transformations that might be parameterized
by configuration parameters. Technical models are persisted and a browser based GUI to explore these models is provided. The extra effort of introducing an additional layer of models is out
weighted by the inherent benefits, namely having a model of the implementation and simplifying
the implementation of generators. With a formal model of the technical implementation, the analysis can be executed on model level, e.g., to identify models using certain implementations that are
about to be changed. More importantly, the technical models ease the implementation of modelto-text transformations. By relying on pre-calculated values within the technical model, generators
are independent of the technology-agnostic models. The vertical separation of technical models
enables changing only one aspect of the architecture, e.g., the service implementation for a certain technology-agnostic model. In addition, vertically separated models can evolve independently
of each other. Thereby, the approach itself is maintainable and extensible.
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Based on the technology-specific models generators for each technology are implemented that
create the required source code. Like the model-to-model transformation, the model-to-text transformation can be adapted using transformation parameters as shown by Figure 8. While the
graphical user interface component exemplified by the “.js” file in Figure 8 communicates with a
specific backend written in python it does not require any knowledge about the legacy system.
Subsequently, calls to services implemented by the legacy system are fully generated including
mapping from data types known in the user interface (based on the ACL types) to the legacy
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system (based on the legacy system model). The .html files constitute the system and user
documentation that is deduced from information available in the legacy model as well as in the
graphical user interface model.
Running example. Based on the graphical user interface model a web application utilizing the
Angular framework is generated. The layout of the single page application is in accordance with
the Layout as specified in Figure 7. The data model of the Angular frontend components is
generated based on the data types underlying the Visuals, such as the “CustomerWithAddress”
data type. In addition, a server side REST endpoint returning the data type by internally calling
the legacy service and mapping the returned value is generated.
def getCustomer ( customerKey )
s e r v i c e R e s u l t = c a l l J a v a S e r v i c e ( ’ getCustomer ’ , { ’ i d ’ : customerKey } )
customer = Customer ( )
customer . i d = s e r v i c e R e s u l t [ ’ customer ’ ] [ ’ i d ’ ]
customer . givenName= s e r v i c e R e s u l t [ ’ customer ’ ] [ ’ name ’ ]
...
customer . address . town= s e r v i c e R e s u l t [ ’ customer ’ ] [ ’ address ’ ] [ ’ town ’ ]
r e t u r n customer
Listing 4:

Legacy Service Call Implemented in Python

Listing 4 exemplifies the source code generated behind the REST endpoint on the server side
at the boundary between newly generated python component and the legacy Java service. With
the function getCustomer a framework function is called that takes the name of the legacy Java
Service and the parameters as inputs. The parameters of the called Java service are given as
dictionary with the key being the name of the parameter and the value being the newly modeled
data type. Within this function, the call to the Java service as well as the data type mapping from
new model to legacy model is encapsulated.
The return value of the framework method contains the data as returned by the Java service in
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. Based on the mapping information as specified in
Listing 3 the result of that function is mapped to the object of type “Customer” as expected by the
frontend. The implemented generator approach in accordance with the basic idea of MDSE as
introduced by Stahl and Völter [24] creates schematic repetitive code, e.g., “callJavaService” that
refers to the platform-specific functionality completed by individual code “getCustomer” to specify
the individual service to be called or the generated mapping code as shown by Figure 4.
In addition to the JavaScript and python sources, the model-to-text transformation also creates
user and system documentation partially based on the documentation of the legacy system.
Thereby, additional efficiency improvements are realized by automatically providing documentation for the new graphical user interface model

4

Conclusion and Outlook

The introduced approach provides an automatic mechanisms to instantiate models of legacy services and their data types, a semi-automatic mechanism to model an anti-corruption layer encapsulating design flaws, and a sophisticated WYSIWYG editor for forward modeling of static and
dynamic parts of a graphical user interface. The conceptual approach for instantiating service
models based on legacy source code was exemplified by a model-to-model transformation starting from existing Java source code. The anti-corruption layer build on-top of the legacy model
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ensures integration of existing services and data types without polluting the new model. In addition, the separation of mapping and usage of imported legacy types fosters modelers to provide
high quality models tailored for the envisaged usage and not with a prematurely optimized mapping. Finally, the graphical user interface model provides state-of-the-art concepts to specify static
and dynamic parts of the user interface building upon existing data types and services.
The configurable service discovery based on model-to-model transformation enables the dynamic
adaption to arbitrary service descriptions. First practical experience has been gained with transforming existing services described by their Java source code. Due to sophisticated tooling,
namely the Eclipse JDT, the implementation of transformation algorithms for automatically instantiating legacy service models could be realized in reasonable time. However, additional research
is required to analyze the effects of larger input models on the overall performance of the AST
instantiation and the model creation.
One key concept of the anti-corruption layer modeling is the separation of mapping attributes
aggregated by Entity objects and specifying data types referencing those attributes to be used in
services and graphical user interfaces. First practical experience has shown that this separation
leads to mapped attributes being used in six different new data types on average. This strongly
indicates, that the new data types are modeled based on their envisaged usage instead of the
required effort to implement a mapping. In addition, the introduced anti-corruption layer model
enables the creation of data types fit for the anticipated purpose. Thereby, communication payload
is reduced positively affecting the response times and subsequently improving user experience.
At the same time, attributes are reused and mapping information has to be specified only once to
automatically provide mapping for data, data format and additional use case, such as mapping of
exception messages for providing mature usability in graphical user interfaces.
The meta model for modeling graphical user interfaces provides means to specify static and dynamic parts of a data driven business applications. By providing an event based paradigm for
connecting Visuals and Interactions, the approach is sufficiently flexible to model GUIs for data
driven business applications. The WYSIWYG editor hides the complexity of the meta model by
providing GUI designer that looks like typical sketching tools on first site. Yet, the integration of
dynamic aspects in format of buttons and service calls enables holistic modeling of graphical user
interfaces.
The transformation and generation process enables the automatic creation of technology-specific
models that are vertically separated. Thereby, technology-specific models can evolve separately
and additional models can be added at any time. Applying the approach in real world projects has
shown that large portions of GUI code can be generated based on the abstract models. Nevertheless, additional case studies are required to further investigate the potential of the generative
approach.
To ensure high quality of the modeled service calls a concept is required to validate that the legacy
services called by the newly modeled services from the anti-corruption layer provide all information
required for newly modeled data types. This becomes especially complex when the parameters
have deeply nested data types with partially different attributes. Although, the approach has been
adapted in three real-world projects, additional case studies are required to examine the benefits
of the approach.
In summary, the introduced approach, the WYSIWYG editor and the transformation and generation process enable effective creation of new user interfaces based on existing legacy services
due to consequently reducing redundant modeling by following the don’t repeat yourself principle.
The positive results from the first real world projects indicate the economic advantage that has
to be investigated by further case studies. The introduced approach leverages the combination
of MDSE and MBRE to quickly exploit new frontend technologies and channels by utilizing on
model-based engineering techniques.
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